The interaural time difference (ITD) is an important cue to localize sound sources. Sensitivity to ITD was measured in eight users of a cochlear implant (CI) in the one ear and a hearing aid (HA) in the other severely impaired ear. The stimulus consisted of an electric pulse train of 100 pps and an acoustic filtered click train. Justnoticeable differences (JNDs) in ITD were measured using a lateralization paradigm. Four subjects exhibited median JNDs in ITD of 156, 341, 254, and 91 μs; the other subjects could not lateralize the stimuli consistently. Only the subjects who could lateralize had average acoustic hearing thresholds at 1,000 and 2,000 Hz better than 100-dB SPL. The electric signal had to be delayed by 1.5 ms to achieve synchronous stimulation at the auditory nerves.
INTRODUCTION
When a sound source is located to one side of the head in the horizontal plane, the sound waves will reach the ear closer to the sound source first. The delay between both ears is called the interaural time difference (ITD).
The human auditory system can use the ITD as well as the interaural level difference (ILD) to localize sound sources. ITDs range from 0 μs for a sound straight ahead to 690 μs for a sound at 90° (Moore 2003) . For highfrequency sounds, the ITD becomes ambiguous because the period is smaller than the available ITD. In that case, however, the auditory system can make use of ITDs in the envelope of the high-frequency signals (Henning 1974) .
Changes in ITD of about 10 μs can be detected by normal-hearing (NH) subjects in low-frequency sinusoids (Yost 1974) . Above 1,500 Hz, this process breaks down (Yost et al. 1971) . While performance with amplitude-modulated high-frequency sinusoids is worse than with pure tones, performance with socalled transposed stimuli is nearly at the same level as with pure tones (Bernstein and Trahiotis 2002) . Transposed stimuli are generated by modulating a high-frequency carrier with a half wave rectified envelope, resulting in the same output of the auditory filters as for the corresponding low-frequency signal.
While it is suggested that listeners are not able to use envelope ITDs in low-frequency sounds, Bernstein and Trahiotis (1985) show that those ITDs do affect the lateral position of low-frequency targets. They suggest that the envelopes are seemingly undetectable because the fine-structure ITD is dominant at low frequencies.
When the carriers of modulated signals are interaurally discrepant, just-noticeable differences (JNDs) in ITD can still be measured, but performance breaks down rapidly with increasing interaural frequency difference (Nuetzel and Hafter 1981) . Blanks et al. (2007) however show that, for a simpler psychophysical task or an animal model, there is sensitivity to ITD when the interaural frequency difference increases up to several octaves.
For many signals, both ITD and ILD cues are available and at first sight they appear to be interchangeable. However, Hafter and Carrier (1972) show that they do yield different percepts and are thus not entirely interchangeable. Nevertheless, the perception of ITDs is influenced by ILD; the JND in ITD is lowest when the ILD is zero (Domnitz 1973; Shepard and Colburn 1976) .
Recent studies have shown that users of bilateral cochlear implants (CIs) are sensitive to ITDs, although much less than NH listeners. Best JNDs reported for pulse trains of about 100 pps are around 100−350 μs and for higher pulse rates JNDs are much higher or immeasurable. JNDs in ITD were measured either through clinical speech processors (Laback et al. 2004; Senn et al. 2005) or with direct computercontrolled stimulation (Long et al. 2003; Majdak et al. 2006; van Hoesel 2004 van Hoesel , 2007 Laback et al. 2007; van Hoesel and Tyler 2003; Lawson et al. 1998) .
For CI users with residual hearing in the contralateral ear (bilateral bimodal stimulation), combined electric acoustic stimulation may be a feasible alternative to bilateral cochlear implantation. With clinical devices, it has been demonstrated that a contralateral hearing aid improves sound source localization and speech perception performance, as illustrated in a recent review by Ching et al. (2007) . While performance improves by adding a contralateral hearing aid (HA), it is still poor compared to NH listeners. In this study, we focus on the fundamental understanding of localization using a CI combined with an HA.
In our previous study (Francart et al. 2008a) , we demonstrated that users of bilateral bimodal hearing systems are sensitive to ILDs. In the current study, we focus on ITD perception by users of bimodal hearing systems. By means of a lateralization task using ITD cues, the JND in ITD is determined and the delay necessary to synchronize the CI and HA psychoacoustically is derived.
While localization performance improves when adding an HA to a contralateral CI, users of a clinical bimodal hearing system can most probably not perceive ITD cues. This is due to (1) the signal processing in the CI speech processor, (2) the tonotopic mismatch in stimulation between both ears, and (3) differences in processing delay between both ears. In this study, these technical issues were bypassed and the stimuli were optimized as to achieve maximal lateralization performance using ITD cues.
METHODS

Apparatus
Our test setup consisted of version 3 of the APEX program developed at ExpORL (K.U.Leuven; Francart et al. 2008b ), connected to an RME Hammerfall DSP sound card and an L34 experimental processor provided by Cochlear Ltd. An interface to the L34 was implemented in APEX and subsequently used to communicate with the L34. The L34 is part of the Cochlear NIC system. It is a modified speech processor that allows custom pulse sequences to be sent from a personal computer to the implant.
The first channel of the sound card was used to drive an ERA 3A insert phone and the second channel was used to trigger the start of the electric stimulation. In this way, the electric and acoustic signals were synchronized with 200-ns accuracy. Also, the clocks of the sound card and the L34 were synchronized to avoid drifting during stimulation. Both aspects were verified using an implant in a box and an oscilloscope.
The insert phone was calibrated using a 2-cm 3 coupler conforming to the ISO389 norm. The maximum distortion component that we measured for pure tones at all intensities used in this study was 43 dB below the sound pressure level (SPL) of the main spectral component. The maximum sound level that was presented to the subjects was 112-dB SPL. The shapes of both the electric and acoustic signals were checked using an oscilloscope.
Stimuli
The acoustic and electric signals were always presented simultaneously and both had a duration of 1 s. The electric signal was a train of pulses with an interphase gap of 8 μs and a pulse width of 25 μs. The stimulation mode was monopolar, using both extracochlear reference electrodes in parallel (MP1+2). Electrode numbers will be reported from apex to base, the most apical electrode (A) being electrode 1. This electrode is expected to correspond to the lowest perceived pitch and the most basal electrode (B; electrode 22) corresponds to the highest perceived pitch. For each subject, measurements were performed on three target electrodes, one at the first quarter of the array, one in the middle, and one at the third quarter of the array. Mostly target electrodes 6 (apical), 11 (middle (M)), and 16 (basal) were used. In preliminary tests, electrode 1 or 2 was also included, but, as the subjects did not show ITD sensitivity with these electrodes, they were not included in the final test protocol.
In the main body of results, an electric pulse train of 100 pps, combined with an acoustic filtered click train was used, unless reported otherwise. The acoustic filtered click train was generated using Matlab by adding individual harmonics whose frequencies were multiples of 100 Hz. The harmonics were added in phase. A discrete set of cutoff frequencies was selected for this study, such that the bandwidth of the acoustic signal was one octave. The harmonics used for the acoustic signals were respectively 2-4, 4-8, 8-16, 16-32, and 32-64 , resulting in cutoff frequencies of 200 −400, 400−800, 800−1,600, 1,600−3,200, and 3,200 −6,400 Hz. In preliminary experiments, high-rate (6,300 pps) transposed stimuli were used as well as click trains of 100 and 150 pps.
An example electric and acoustic signal is shown in Figure 1 . In this paper, the separate electric or acoustic signals are called "signal" and the combination of an electric and acoustic signal is called "stimulus."
Procedures
The procedures consist of three main parts: first, T and C levels are fitted; then, the loudness between the ears is balanced and finally the JND in ITD is determined using a lateralization paradigm. An overview of the procedures is shown in Figure 2 by means of a fictive example. As ITDs and ILDs both influence the lateralization of a stimulus, great care has to be taken that ITD and ILD are not confused in the procedural design and analysis of the results.
Fitting of T and C levels. During the first test session, the target electrodes (A, M, and B) were fitted at 100 pps. First, the hearing threshold (T) was determined and then the comfortable level (C), the loudest level that was not uncomfortable for the subject. In each test session, the fitting of at least one of the electrodes was verified. In all subsequent tests, the comfortable level was never exceeded.
For every acoustic signal, the hearing threshold and comfortable level was determined at the start of the test session where it was to be used.
Loudness balancing of stimuli. JNDs in ITD in normalhearing subjects are smallest when the ILD is zero. Balancing of ILD was however complicated by the fact that lateralization is influenced by both ILD and ITD, such that the ITD cannot be set to zero because the exact delay to be introduced into the electric path is unknown.
To avoid differences between monaural and binaural stimulation influencing the results, the signals were presented simultaneously at both ears during the loudness-balancing procedures. Loudness balancing was performed in two steps. In the first step, a loudness-balancing experiment was performed with a modified stimulus from which all possible ITD information was removed. In the second step, the balance from step 1 was refined by assessing the extent of lateralization. In subsequent experiments, only the result from step 2 will be used.
The modified stimulus of step 1 was as similar as possible to the target stimulus but with all possible ITD cues removed. The human auditory system can perceive ITDs in the onset part of a stimulus and in the ongoing part (Moore 2003; Laback et al. 2007 ). The onset and offset cue was removed by using a cosinusoidal ramp of 200 ms, yielding a stationary part of 600 ms. The ongoing cue was removed by jittering the time between the individual pulses, both in the electric and the acoustic signal. The degree of jitter introduced was a parameter that was adjusted to obtain a similar roughness percept at the two ears.
1
In the subsequent loudness-balancing procedure, the acoustic signal was first set to a comfortable level. Then, in a constant stimuli procedure, the intensity of the electric signal was varied in steps of 10% of the subject's electric dynamic range. The subject was queried for each stimulus whether the sound in the left or right ear sounded louder. A psychometric function was then fitted to the results (Wichmann and Hill 2001) , and the 50% correct point, yielding the electric intensity corresponding in loudness to the acoustic intensity, was determined.
In step 2, the electric intensity from step 1 was refined by assessing whether the sound could be lateralized 1 As one subject perceived the jittered electric and acoustic signals as dissimilar, a jitter-balancing procedure was first performed to determine the amount of jitter in both signals such that the signals were perceived as similar. The subjects reported that adding jitter to the signals corresponded to a percept of roughness. Therefore, a constant stimuli procedure was used in which the acoustic signal was followed by the electric signal and the subject's task was to indicate which signal sounded the most "rough," the first or second. The result was a percentage of acoustic jitter corresponding in roughness to a percentage of electric jitter.
equally far to the left and right-hand side by varying only the ITD. If necessary, a slight change was made to the intensity of the electric signal. The change was always less than 10% of the electric dynamic range. In what follows, only the final result from step 2 will be used. Note that, at first, before step 2 could be performed, some familiarization with ITD perception was necessary, ranging from 1 h up to multiple sessions. The result of steps 1 and 2 is a stimulus that is balanced in loudness, the equivalent of a stimulus with an ILD of 0 dB in a normal-hearing subject. Note that these procedures have to be performed again for each change to either the electric signal or acoustic signal.
Measurement of psychometric functions for ITD. Before determination of the JND in ITD, the subjects were slowly trained by at first presenting them stimuli with large ITD cues (up to 3 ms off center) manually and then using a two-alternative forced-choice procedure to assess ITD discrimination. Feedback was never given.
Then, the psychometric function for ITD was determined using a constant stimuli procedure. A number of ITDs was selected over a certain range and a stimulus containing each ITD was presented three times. The subject had to respond whether the sound was lateralized to the left or right side. The ITDs to be presented in one condition were determined manually based on previous subject performance. Some very large ITDs (up to 1.5 ms off center) were always included to motivate the subject. In the proximity of the crossover point, the intervals were either 500, 250, or 100 μs, based on the subject's performance.
Psychometric functions were then fitted to the results using the psignifit toolbox version 2.5.6 for Matlab (see http://bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/) which implements the maximum-likelihood method described by Wichmann and Hill (2001 obtained by the BCA bootstrap method implemented by psignifit, based on 1,999 simulations. Results of a psychometric function were only regarded as valid if a confidence interval could be calculated by the bootstrap method and if there was no perfect separation, i.e., if there were points on the slope of the psychometric function different from 0 and 1. If the same experiment was performed multiple times during one test session, the results of those experiments were merged into a single psychometric function. An example psychometric function is shown in Figure 3 .
From each psychometric function, the JND in ITD was determined as half the difference between the 75% point and the 25% point of the psychometric function. A 68% confidence interval for the JND was determined by the combination of the confidence intervals around these points found by the bootstrap method. If multiple psychometric functions were determined for the same condition (e.g., during different test sessions), the median JND was included in the results.
The ITD at the 50% point of the psychometric function indicates the point where both signals are received synchronously at the auditory nerve. The acoustic signal travels through the middle ear and part of the inner ear before nerve fibers are stimulated. Therefore, the electric signal has to be delayed. The travel time of the acoustic signal depends on its frequency content: lower frequencies have a larger traveling wave delay in the cochlea. This point corresponds to what would in NH subjects be ITD=0 μs. In what follows, this value will be called D e and is expressed in microsecond delay of the electric signal versus the acoustic signal. Domnitz (1973) and Shepard and Colburn (1976) show that in normal-hearing subjects JNDs in ITD are smallest when the ILD is zero. Whenever it was unclear what the correct loudness balance was in the current study, the JND in ITD was measured for different balances and D e for which the JND was the smallest was reported.
Subjects
All subjects were recruited among the clinical population of the University Hospital Maastricht (AZM) and the University Hospital Leuven (UZLeuven). They were volunteers and signed an informed consent form. This study was approved by the local medical ethical committees. All subjects wore an HA contralaterally to their CI on a daily basis and used a CI of the Nucleus24 type (Cochlear Ltd). S1 and S12 had an electrode array of the Contour Advance type; the other subjects had an array of the Contour type.
The clinical processors were of the ESPrit3G type for all but two subjects, who used a Freedom processor instead. All unaided pure-tone audiograms as measured during routine audiometry are shown in Figure 4 . In a previous study (Francart et al. 2008a ), sensitivity to ILDs was measured in ten subjects. Of those subjects, six were selected for the current study, based on their availability and their ability in performing psychophysical tasks. Two other subjects were included who were implanted more recently (S11 and S12). Relevant data for all eight participating subjects are shown in Table 1 .
The subjects came to the hospital for 2 up to 12 test sessions of about 2 h with at least 1-week time and maximally 1-month time between sessions. Subject S9 had an incomplete electrode array insertion in the cochlea with two electrodes lying outside of the cochlea. All other subjects had normal electrode insertions.
RESULTS
Loudness balancing and intensity
The loudness-balancing task with the jittered stimulus was at first somewhat confusing for the subjects. Because the stimulus yielded a diffuse image and could not easily be lateralized, they had to consciously compare loudness differences between the ears. As a result, performance was somewhat lower than on the loudness-balancing tasks in our previous study (Francart et al. 2008a) .
When repeating the balancing experiments within the same session, the balancing results were quasiidentical. However, between-session differences were observed, mostly in the order of 5% or 10% of the electric dynamic range. Possibly, this was correlated with temporary threshold shifts in the residual hearing.
For all subjects except S2, the acoustic signals could be set to a comfortable level. S2 rated the maximal output level of the transducer as "too soft" and no sensitivity to ITD could be observed with the soft signals. Therefore, the bandwidth of the acoustic signals was halved, for example, using harmonics 16-23 and 23-32 instead of 16-32, yielding a maximal output level that was comfortably loud.
JND in ITD
None of the subjects could at first perceive differences in ITD, even when using stimuli that proved successful later on. This is not surprising as these ITD cues are probably not available with their own speech processor in combination with their HA. After training, they reported hearing the stimulus at the back of the head, where it shifted to the left or right according to the ITD.
In several cases, at the beginning of a new test session, subjects could not consistently lateralize stimuli which they could lateralize during the previous test session. Therefore, at the beginning of every new test session, the subjects were trained by presenting them stimuli with large ITD cues. It seems that they did not have a frame of reference for ITD cues and had to be "recalibrated" every test session.
In preliminary experiments, perception of ITDs could be achieved using the stimulus containing transposed signals and the stimulus containing an electric pulse train and an acoustic filtered click train. Of the latter stimulus, both 100 and 150 pps were assessed. As subject S4 could not perceive ITDs with the 150-pps stimulus, this condition was not included in any further tests. As the bandwidth of the filtered click train can be varied and 100-pps click trains are used in many ITD-CI studies, only the 100-pps click train was used for the final experiments.
Consistent data of the JND in ITD could be collected for four out of eight subjects. In Figure 5 , JNDs are reported per subject for each combination of the acoustic and electric signals that yielded valid JNDs. Each box corresponds to a condition, i.e., a combination of electric and acoustic signal, and the value reported is the median JND in microseconds that was found for that condition over the different test sessions. If the JND in ITD could not be measured Age is in years at the time of testing. Months of use is the number of months of implant use at the time of testing. CI side is left (L) or right (R). The HA was on the other side. Performance is the category of ITD perception performance. Apex, Middle, and Base are the tested electrodes at apical, medial, and basal positions in the electrode array due to insufficient sensitivity to ITD, the condition is marked with a cross. Figure 6 shows the median JND in ITD per subject and electrode for the acoustic signal that yielded the lowest JND in ITD. Assuming that ITD perception is best for signals matched in place in the cochlea, it therefore shows the JND in ITD for place-matched stimulation per subject and electrode. For comparison, reference values from the bilateral CI literature for pulse trains of 100 pps are given above the label "2x CI". Additionally, Table 2 lists the acoustic signal for which performance was best per electrode. In total, 87 psychometric functions were determined for which performance was better than chance level. Each of them was determined based on between 21 and 117 trials.
It should be noted that while the best-reported median JNDs per subject are in the order of 100− 350 μs, JNDs were measured as low as respectively 57, 91, 155, and 91 μs for subjects S2, S4, S11, and S12.
For each subject, we determined whether their ITD perception performance was none, poor, or good. Subjects in category none could not detect any ITD at all. Subjects in category poor seemed to be able to FRANCART ET AL.: ITD Sensitivity with Bimodal Stimulationdetect large differences in ITD in informal tests but could not consistently lateralize using only ITD cues. Subjects in category good could both detect ITD differences and lateralize using ITDs. In Figure 7 , the three categories are plotted versus the thresholds of the residual hearing of each subject. Whether a subject is in category good is related with the average threshold at 1,000 and 2,000 Hz. A Wilcoxon rank-sum test between category good and categories none-poor shows a significant effect (p=0.03).
Delays
In addition to the JND in ITD, the psychometric function also indicates D e , the point where both signals are received synchronously at the auditory nerve (see "Measurement of psychometric functions for ITD"). Figure 8 shows a histogram of delays encountered in all experiments. The median is 1.5 ms. Our data show that D e depends on the ILD. When ITD perception performance was low, it was entirely disrupted by introduction of a nonzero ILD. When performance was high, D e depended on the ILD, such that the ear with the louder signal had to be delayed versus the other ear for the stimulus to be If there was no considerable difference between several acoustic signals, both are given centered perceptually. If for example one holds the amplitude of the acoustic signal constant and increases the amplitude of the electric signal, D e also increases. This phenomenon is also observed in normal-hearing subjects and is often called timeintensity trading (Moore 2003) .
Because the traveling wave delay in the cochlea increases with decreasing frequency, one would expect D e to vary with the frequency content of the acoustic signal. However, when changing the acoustic signal, the balancing procedure had to be repeated, yielding, possibly, a slightly different balance, which influences D e and thus confounds the comparison between different stimuli. A clear tendency of change in D e with changing frequency content is not observed in our data due to (1) balancing differences, (2) the largest possible change in frequency content being severely limited by the amount of residual hearing, and (3) the subjects not being sensitive to ITD using the most apical electrodes of the CI.
Matching the place of excitation
Assuming that ITD perception is best for signals bilaterally matched in place of excitation in the cochlea (Nuetzel and Hafter 1981) , the best match in place can be determined by considering the minimum JND in ITD for several acoustic frequencies. For subjects S4 and S11, there are not enough data available, but, considering Figure 5 for subjects S2 and S12, there is a tendency of increasing best acoustic frequency per increasing electrode number. For S2, electrode 6 performance is best for harmonics 8-11; electrode 10 corresponds to harmonics 11-16 and electrode 16 to harmonics 23-32. For S12, electrode 6 corresponds to harmonics 4-8, electrode 11 to harmonics 4-8 (but with a lower JND than for electrode 6), and electrode 16 corresponds to harmonics 32-64.
DISCUSSION
Influence of ILD
The sensitivity to ILD of users of a bimodal hearing system approaches that of normal-hearing listeners (Francart et al. 2008a ), but their dynamic range is much smaller. Therefore, small differences in ILD can have large perceptual consequences. ITD perception in NH subjects is optimal when the ILD is zero (Domnitz 1973; Shepard and Colburn 1976) . Therefore, in the current study, loudness differences between the ears were eliminated as much as possible. Whenever determination of the JND in ITD was attempted with levels deviating from those according to the results of the loudness-balancing procedures, the measurement did not succeed or yielded a large JND. An adjustment of 5% of the electric dynamic range, corresponding to one or two clinical current units, often made the difference between being able to lateralize using ITD or not.
JND in ITD
The reported JNDs in ITD are poor in comparison to NH listeners (Bernstein and Trahiotis 2002) and of the same order of magnitude as the values found for bilateral CI users (Senn et al. 2005; Long et al. 2003; Majdak et al. 2006; Laback et al. 2004 Laback et al. , 2007 van Hoesel 2004 van Hoesel , 2007 Lawson et al. 1998; van Hoesel and Tyler 2003) . While JNDs in ITD of around 100−350 μs are poor compared to the best fine-structure JND in ITD of 10 μs found in NH subjects (Yost 1974) , they are comparable to envelope JND in ITD found in NH subjects for the same rate in the modulator (Bernstein and Trahiotis 2002) . Moreover, it should be noted that the residual hearing of our subjects was rather limited relative to that of many subjects who are nowadays receiving a cochlear implant and possibly better performance may be achieved with better residual hearing.
Our data do not only demonstrate ITD perception capability but also lateralization capability. The sound image was clearly steered to the left or right side when introducing ITDs, after carefully balancing the signals in loudness. This means that, if clear ITD cues could be transmitted by the CI and HA, they could be used for localization of sound sources and provide advantages such as binaural unmasking, which is very important for speech perception in noise. For ITDs to be transmitted by a real CI and HA, both devices must be carefully balanced in loudness and the cutoff frequencies of the band pass filter corresponding to each electrode must be approximately matched to the corresponding acoustic signal in the other ear.
Most probably, only onset and envelope ITD cues were used by the bimodal subjects in this study, considering (1) that JNDs for NH listeners with amplitude-modulated signals are comparable to the values found here (Bernstein and Trahiotis 2002), (2) that CI users are mainly reported to use envelope cues for ITD perception and could therefore be assumed to perceive ITDs using the neural mechanisms that NH listeners use for envelope ITD perception, and (3) the type of signals used in this study. In preliminary experiments, no sensitivity to ITD was found at a more apical electrode or lower acoustic frequencies than reported and in most cases our data show best ITD perception performance for acoustic signals with cutoff frequencies of 800−1,600 and 1,600−3,200 Hz. As ITDs in the fine structure of an acoustic signal can only be detected up to about 1.3 kHz (Zwislocki and Feldman 1956) , this is indicative for perception of ITD in the envelope instead of in the fine structure of the signals. This is probably related to our finding that ITD perception performance of bimodal subjects is related with the average thresholds of their residual hearing at 1,000 and 2,000 Hz and not with the thresholds at lower frequencies. The reason for the subjects' apparent inability to use fine-structure ITD cues is currently unclear.
By means of the binaural interaction component in animal models, Noh et al. (2007) have shown that the binaural auditory system can process combinations of electric and acoustic stimulation across ears. This is confirmed by our finding that users of a bimodal system can detect ITDs.
Delays
The median delay to be introduced into the electric pathway for psychoacoustically synchronous stimulation was 1.5 ms. This is the first report of transmission delay between electric and acoustic stimulation. The value of this delay is comparable to the difference between the delays obtained from the acoustic auditory brain stem response (ABR) and electric auditory brain stem response (EABR) literature. While the paradigms and experimental setups differ between studies, the reported latencies are similar.
In Table 3 , wave V latencies for different studies are summarized. Don and Eggermont (1978) show that all frequency regions contribute to the ABR but that the response is dominated by contributions from the two to three octaves towards the basal end of the cochlea. Therefore, the values in the "base" column of Table 3 are compared to the acoustic ABR values. On average, the difference is 1.5 ms, which, given the procedural-and presentation-level differences between studies, corresponds well to the 1.5-ms latency difference found in the current study.
Relation with localization performance and binaural unmasking
In the current study, all parameters were optimized as to achieve optimal ITD sensitivity. It is therefore unlikely that users of current clinical CIs and HAs would be able to benefit directly from ITD cues, also given the problems with current clinical devices enumerated in the introduction.
In preliminary tests, our subjects did show similar ITD sensitivity using transposed stimuli. The electric signal was a high-rate pulse train (6,300 pps) transposed with a modulation frequency of 42 Hz. The acoustic signal was a sinusoid matched in pitch with the unmodulated electric pulse train, also transposed with 42 Hz. This is comparable to the situation with clinical devices where intermediate to high pulse rates are used and signals with slow modulations (such as speech) are presented. Therefore, for the four subjects who showed ITD sensitivity, it might be possible to use interaural timing cues in real-world signals if the CI and HA signal processing and fitting is modified to achieve (1) correct binaural loudness growth (Francart et al. 2008a) , (2) correct synchronization, and (3) correct matching of the places of excitation in the cochleas.
The perception of binaural timing cues can give rise to improved sound localization performance and more importantly binaural unmasking of speech in background noise.
Conclusions
If the average threshold of the residual hearing at 1,000 and 2,000 Hz is better than about 100 dBHL, lateralization is possible with ITD cues for subjects using a CI in one ear and an HA in the other. The best median JNDs in ITD were 156, 341, 254, and 91 μs in the four of the eight subjects who could discriminate ITDs. This is comparable to the values found in the literature on bilateral CIs. ITDs could in most cases only be detected at acoustic frequencies above about 1 kHz. This indicates that mainly envelope cues were used. For the acoustic and electric signals to be perceived synchronously, the electric signal should be delayed by 1.5 ms. 
